Lent Term 2015

Venue – MRC CBSU Seminar Room for first half of term:

19 Jan  Tom Manly (MRC CBSU)
How to give good talks

26 Jan  Dennis Norris (MRC CBSU)
Theory in the cognitive and brain sciences

2 Feb  Marta Correia & Daniel Mitchell (MRC CBSU)
Functional MRI: physics and physiology

9 Feb  Matt Davis (MRC CBSU)
How to make good scientific figures

Venue – Department of Psychology Seminar Room for second half of term:

16 Feb  Rik Henson (MRC CBSU)
What’s the point of functional imaging for cognitive theory

23 Feb  Richard Turner (Department of Engineering)
Bayesian inference and primary visual cortex: An introduction

2 March  Susan Gathercole (MRC CBSU)
From research to practice in working memory: The challenges of making a difference

9 March  Zoe Kourtzi (Department of Psychology)
Vision

Lectures will be held on Mondays 4.00-5.30 pm – either in the Lecture Theatre at the MRC Cognition and Brain Sciences Unit, 15 Chaucer Road or at the Seminar Room in the Department of Psychology on the Downing Site. Lectures in this series are held during Michaelmas and Lent terms only.

Details of the Seminar Programme will be updated on the talks.cam website (http://www.talks.cam.ac.uk/show/index/9469) and on our own CBSU website. Any changes in the programme, as well as any other information of interest, will be communicated via email - it is therefore important that you ensure that your name is on the "Camgrads+" mailing list by mailing your details to mandy.carter@mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk and specifying this series as your interest.